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Co-creating a decolonised 
curriculum: moving beyond 
metrics to a dialogue for change



AGENDA

Three EDI best practices: brief background and context, nomination highlights, example practice, 

commitment of nominee to EDI. 

University colleague A, 

University colleague B, 

University colleague C. 
Q. Which are the common threads?

Implications for MDX – The Cat’s Pyjamas and the role of excellence in transformation. 

Highlight links to the SDGs.
Highlight SDG Accord next steps.

Highlight new AdvanceHE / QAA ESD Guidance. 

Highlight Enactus practice opportunities for students.

Q&A / discussion e.g. Enactus Points proposal. 
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BEST PRACTICES – 1 

University colleague A

A is a true pioneer in enterprise education, there is a clear innovative 
progression from the Nesta Creative Pioneer programme to the ground 
breaking postgraduate university programme Master’s in Creative and 
Cultural Entrepreneurship and through local entrepreneurial initiatives 
in South East London to global influence with real impact in more than 
ten countries or regions. Her approach has always been conditioned by 
guiding principles developed from a real understanding of the issues of 
Equality, Diversity and Inclusivity.
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NOMINATION HIGHLIGHTS

A was instrumental in creating  the Creative Pioneer Programme at NESTA from 2004-6 . This 
ground-breaking contribution was the first in the UK to work with recent postgraduates in starting their 
entrepreneurial journey. The number of sustainable businesses created was testament to the 
programme.

A challenged the stereotypical dichotomy between creativity and commerce by emphasising the 
potential of creative skills to translate into business success. 

This innovative MA was effectively an alternative to an MBA, emphasising the creative way in which 
students need to innovate business planning through an inclusive, creative learning approach.

Working to ensure that the teaching was inclusive in every sense, not just for learning styles, but 
reflecting on different business models from a range of cultures. 

A created a programme [SYNAPSE] developing entrepreneurial thinking across the whole university, 
available to 8000 + students  pa, from their first year UG to their MA and PhD. Students can now 
have SYNAPSE added to their overall graduation transcript. 
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‘SELF’ – SUSTAINABLE ENTERPRISE LONDON 
FESTIVAL
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A Sustainable Enterprise London 
Festival presented  events for three 
weeks from 13th - 31st January. The 
festival included 34 live 
conversations, workshops and 
presentations and three online 
exhibitions or gigs . The worldwide 
response on Instagram, Twitter and 
a blog was totally positive. 



COMMITMENT OF NOMINEE TO EDI

A works to ensure that there is true knowledge exchange in the 
international and local collaborations, with both the methodology 
and tools being shared and contextualised rather than imposed. The 
important distinction here is the reciprocal exchange element that 
enriches teaching rather than this being a one way transaction. This 
approach ensures that enterprise and entrepreneurship education 
develops without unintentional colonisation of curriculum.

The barriers to finance experienced by Black, Asian and other 
minority ethnic entrepreneurs and women are a focus for A’s 
practice. Her appointment of 6 Entrepreneurial Fellows shows her 
network, but also her understanding of the need to collaborate with 
key members of different communities to continue to develop and 
deliver enterprise education in a strong inclusive and equitable way. 
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BEST PRACTICES – 2  

University colleague B

B is Head and Founder of the universities inspirational 
entrepreneurship centre. Serving over 2500 students and alumni a 
year, B created – from scratch – a multi-faceted educational support 
programme that supports entrepreneurs developing socially driven 
and UN-SDG aligned start-ups. Student-led, community-focussed and 
extremely innovative, B’s energy and ambition has produced a world-
class skills development programme and international community of 
innovators, placing the university firmly on the map as a key player 
within the entrepreneurial education ecosystem.
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NOMINATION HIGHLIGHTS
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B leads her team, based across London, Kigali, Amsterdam and Australia, as 

they deliver year-round skills development initiatives, incubation and acceleration, 

coworking, mentoring, funding and global custom programmes.  

In addition to launching 15 new alumni support hubs from Lagos to Lisbon, closer 

to home the team have also developed an extensive civic engagement and 

outreach programme for local groups, and has just won a bid to develop a large 

coworking space for a new student residence.  This will be occupied by students 

and alumni innovating alongside local community entrepreneurs and is viewed as 

a key transformative piece within the overall regeneration of that area. 

This programme is the perfect example of research and academic 

entrepreneurship producing direct real-world impact. 



‘SHAPE’ ACCELERATOR FOR ARTS AND 
HUMANITIES
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This year, B spearheaded the 

successful delivery of the UK's first-

ever cross-institutional social sciences 

accelerator bringing together 8 

Universities to support 18 of the most 
promising UN-SDG-aligned 

businesses. Upon cohort graduation, 

B evolved this model, conceiving the 

world's first SHAPE accelerator, 

incorporating methodologies and 
mentors from the arts and humanities 

world to stimulate a flourishing 

ecosystem of SHAPE entrepreneurs.
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COMMITMENT OF NOMINEE TO EDI
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Building on last year’s successes in this area, B has created a new, ambitious 

programme that seeks to highlight the benefits of an inclusive, diverse, and 

compassionate entrepreneurial ecosystem. Alongside the gender equality pledge, 

B co-produced, in partnership with alumni start-up, a brand new EDI code of 

conduct, activating the recommendations and embedding them within her new 5-

year strategy. 

B recently recruited an in-house gender equality consultant to work with her 

across the year to create dynamic and action-oriented policy work focussing on 

directive cultural shifts within entrepreneurship that allow all genders to thrive. 

A by-product of B’s team efforts in this area is demonstrated by the accelerator 

cohort make-up; over 65% of the cohort are women-founder businesses, 76% 

BAME. 



BEST PRACTICES – 3 
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NOMINATION HIGHLIGHTS
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I am nominating C for her outstanding commitment to transforming lives and 

enabling people and organisations to reach their full potential through inclusive 

enterprise education. 

In March 2021, Universities Alliance recognised C as an inspiring woman in HE 

for her work in enterprise education and advancing equality, diversity and 

inclusion. 

C contributed to shaping the University's 2035 strategy by conducting an internal 

audit and presenting an ‘entrepreneurial university’ vision to the VCG, resulting in 

Enterprise and Entrepreneurship being a golden woven thread across all four 

pillars: Education and Enterprise, Research and Innovation, People and Culture, 

Partnerships and Place. 



‘ENTERPRISE EVERYWHERE’ – INCLUSIVE FORUM FOR 
ACADEMICS AND PROFESSIONAL SERVICES
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COMMITMENT OF NOMINEE TO EDI
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C’s drive for advancing EDI is evident. She is a member of the University’s Race Equality 

Steering Group. 

She successfully led the design and evaluation of the University’s Race Equality Survey 

resulting in the University signing up to the Race Equality Charter, developing a Race 

Equality Action Plan and investing £100K in several new initiatives to enhance the 

experiences of BAME staff and students.  

These initiatives include creating graduate-level employability opportunities, inclusive 

curriculum design, and tailored coaching programmes such as RISE powered by 

Enterprise Support.

The design, development and delivery of the Enterprise programmes are rooted in a 

strong commitment to EDI and co-creation with those with lived experience to ensure a 

tailored and best practice provision of support that is inclusive and accessible to ALL. 
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IMPLICATIONS
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MDX LINKS TO THE SDG’S
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THE SDG ACCORD
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Integrate ESD into the curriculum.

Work with SU and other groups to 

organise SDG events. 

Create sustainability champions.

Info on SDGs on staff and student 

portals.

Create SDG Communities of 

Practice. 

Incorporate ESD (with SDG 

integration) into staff training. 

Create internship positions for 

students that focus on the SDGs. 

Run ‘living lab’ programs (cross 

curricular / extra curricular). 



ADVANCE HE / QAA – ESD 
GUIDANCE 2021

This guidance is intended to assist staff in UK higher education providers 

(HEPs) seeking to incorporate Education for Sustainable Development 

(ESD) within their curricula. It represents a major update from the 2014 

guidance and has been produced by an expert group drawn from across the 

sector, with the aim of supporting students from any discipline to acquire the 

knowledge, understanding and skills necessary to develop values and take 

actions to transition society towards sustainable futures.

We exhort vice-chancellors and principals to support and enable its 

implementation. Your current and future students expect nothing less of you.



ENACTUS – LEADERSHIP SKILLS

Three current projects 
(including STEM to stem, 
LADs and Let’s Grow 
Brighter Together), two 
MDXSU awards, and one 
national award. 

2040 film – Feb 2021. 

2021 plans
Freshers Fair stall – 23rd

Sept. 
Rugby Camp – 1-3rd Oct. 
Mini COP – 21st Oct.

ENACTUS POINTS??



THANK YOU. c.moon@mdx.ac.uk

Dr Christopher J Moon FRSA FHEA FEEUK

http://www.mdx.ack
http://www.mdx.ack

